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The time-reversal imaging with multiple signal classification method for the location of point targets
developed within the framework of the Born approximation in Lehman and Devaney
@‘‘Transmission mode time-reversal super-resolution imaging,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am.113, 2742–2753
~2003!# is generalized to incorporate multiple scattering between the targets. It is shown how the
same method can be used in the location of point targets even if there is multiple scattering between
them. On the other hand, both the conventional images and the calculated values of the target
scattering amplitudes are scattering model-dependent. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Time-reversal~TR! methods have been of interest for a
number of years, with applications ranging from medicine, to
communications, to radar, and to imaging in general.1–6 A
particular TR technique that has received much attention is a
TR imaging with multiple signal classification~MUSIC!
method for the location of point targets~whose size is much
smaller than the wavelength! established first for coincident
arrays,7 and elaborated further in a recent generalization to
noncoincident arrays and nonreciprocal media8 and a recent
super-resolution analysis based on real data.9 This TR imag-
ing with MUSIC method blends the original TR focusing10,11
with signal subspace methods, in particular, with the MUSIC
estimation technique. In its basic form the method is de-
signed to deduce the location of point targets embedded in a
known background medium from knowledge of the mea-
sured multistatic response matrixK of an acoustic or elec-
tromagnetic transceiver array actively interrogating the tar-
gets. It provides a powerful approach for locating targets in
both homogeneous and heterogeneous backgrounds, espe-
cially in cases of closely spaced targets and/or very sparse
transceiver arrays. However, these developments are based
on the~distorted wave! Born approximation. The present let-
ter addresses the corresponding generalization if there is non-
negligible multiple scattering between the targets.
II. GENERALIZATION INCLUDING MULTIPLE
SCATTERING BETWEEN THE TARGETS
We consider an array ofN time-harmonic transceivers
located at the space pointsRj , for j 51,2,. . . ,N. Each trans-
ceiver can radiate into a reciprocal propagating medium in
which are embeddedM,N point targets having unknown
positionsXm and unknown target scattering amplitudestm ,
for m51,2,. . . ,M . For simplicity, we model the field radi-
ated by the j th transceiver as the scalar fieldG(r ,Rj )ej
whereG(r ,r 8) is the Green function of the propagating me-
dium ~in principle, the ‘‘medium’’ can include the transceiv-
ers themselves so inter-transceiver coupling can be built in
this Green function! and ej is the excitation applied to the
transceiver.
A. Review of the TR imaging with MUSIC method
Under the Born approximation the TR imaging with
MUSIC method is based on the fact that, for fewer targets
than transceivers, the spaceC N of voltage vectors applied to
the N-transceiver array can be decomposed into the direct
sumC N5S% N, where the signal subspaceS is orthogonal
to the noise subspaceN, whereS is spanned by the principal
eigenvectorsm i of the TR matrixT5K
†K ~where † denotes
the adjoint! having nonzero eigenvalues~if there areM,N
targets then there are at mostM such eigenvalues indexed
from 1 to M ) whereasN is spanned by the eigenvectorsm i
of T having zero eigenvalues~if there areM,N targets then
there are at leastN2M such eigenvalues indexed fromM
11 to N). The key result is that the TR matrixT is essen-
tially a projection operator onto the space spanned by the
complex conjugatesgm* of the Green function vectors defineda!Electronic mail: fgruber@mail.ucf.edu
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asgm5@G(R1 ,Xm),G(R2 ,Xm),...,G(RN ,Xm)#
t wheret de-
notes the transpose, so that in general the principal eigenvec-
tors ofT are linear combinations of thegm* ’s. It follows from
this and the orthogonality of the signal and noise subspaces





N u^m i* ugp&u
2 , ~1!
where for all i 5M11,M12, . . . ,N the inner product
^m i* ugp&[m i
tgp50 wheneverXp is the actual location of
one of the targets.
B. Our main results
Essentially, what we show next is that not only for the
Born-approximated model but also for the more general case
when there is multiple scattering between the targets the TR
matrix T is a projection operator onto the space spanned by
the complex conjugatesgm* of the Green function vectorsgm
so that in general the principal eigenvectors ofT are linear
combinations of thegm* ’s. It follows that the same TR imag-
ing with MUSIC method described in connection with Eq.
~1! can be used in the location of point targets even if there is
multiple scattering between them. On the other hand, both
the conventional TR images,10,11 corresponding to back-
propagations of the principal eigenvectors, and the calculated
values of the target scattering amplitudes are scattering
model-dependent.
C. Formulation
The exact scattered fieldc j
(s)(r ) at positionr due to the

























3tm8G~Xm8 ,Xm9!tm9G~Xm9 ,Rj !
3~12dm,m8!~12dm8,m9!ej1¯ , ~2!
whered .,. denotes the Kronecker delta. The first sum in Eq.
~2! corresponds to the Born-approximated case, the second
sum corresponds to the second-order scattering contribution,
and so on.
The multistatic response matrixK, whose entryKl , j is
defined as the value of the scattered field detected at thel th
transceiver~in receive mode! due to the unit excitation at the
j th transceiver~in transmit mode!, can be shown from Eq.


























t yields the multistatic response
matrix in the Born-approximated model!. It follows from Eq.
~3! that the TR matrixT5K†K5K* K, where the second









Put in this form, the TR matrixT is identified to be under the
most general multiple scattering conditions a projection op-
erator onto the space spanned by the complex conjugatesm*
of the Green function vectorsgm so that in general the prin-
cipal eigenvectors ofT are linear combinations of thegm* ’s,
with the music pseudospectrumD(Xp) in Eq. ~1! having
poles at the locations of the targets, as desired. We illustrate
this generalization next for a few canonical examples based
on the free space Green function in two-dimensional space.
D. TR imaging with MUSIC in the second-order
scattering case
In the following computer illustrations we consider the
second-order scattering approximation of the preceding gen-
eral theory. Our main goal is to show that despite the pres-
ence of non-negligible second-order scattering the TR imag-
ing with MUSIC method works well in predicting the target
locations. We will introduce a normalized quantity, to be
referred to as ‘‘the second-order scattering contribution fac-
tor,’’ and defined as h5uTr@(K2nd2KBorn)* (K2nd
2KBorn)#u/Tr(TBorn), where Tr denotes the trace,KBorn and
TBorn are the multistatic response matrix and the TR matrix,
respectively, assuming the Born approximation, andK2nd is
the multistatic response matrix for a more general second-
order scattering model, as a way to quantify the global effect
of the second-order scattering contribution relative to that of
the first-order scattering term alone as seen by the array in
receive mode. This factor measures the deviation of the data
matrix (K), as determined by the energy norm or inner prod-
uct metric, relative to the purely Born-approximated vector,
due to the second-order scattering contribution.
Figures 1 and 2 show plots in gray color map of the
MUSIC pseudospectra under a second-order scattering
model for a number of transceiver and target configurations.
Next to each MUSIC pseudospectrum plot we have provided
another plot showing the corresponding simulation geometry
where the transceiver locations are indicated with triangles
while the target locations are indicated with asterisks. All
dimensions are relative to the wavelengthl ~which equals
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1!, and all targets have unit scattering amplitude. The plot in
Fig. 1 illustrates the super-resolution capabilities of the
technique9 since even for a target separation as small as 0.3l
the target locations remain sharply resolved@the method was
found to work for yet smaller target separations, in particular,
0.1l ~results not shown!#. For the 0.6l and 4l target separa-
tion cases the second-order contribution factor is not very
strong (h50.17 andh50.03, respectively!. However, for
the 0.3l and 0.1l target separation cases, the second-order
contribution factor ish50.33 andh50.89, respectively.
FIG. 1. Reconstructed image with an
inverse gray color map for the second-
order scattering simulation pseu-
dospectrum for a two target configura-
tion. Three target separations are
shown: 4l ~top!, 0.6l ~middle!, and
0.3l ~bottom!. A linear scale was used
for the horizontal and vertical axes.
FIG. 2. Reconstructed image with an
inverse gray color map for the second-
order scattering simulation pseu-
dospectrum for 7 and 8 targets in aJ
conformation. A linear scale was used
for the horizontal and vertical axes.
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This means that in the 0.3l target separation configuration
the amount of additional signal due to the presence of
second-order scattering is of the order of the Born-
approximated signal alone as perceived by the array in re-
ceive mode. In the 0.1l target separation case the presence of
second-order scattering is even more dominant. Yet the TR
imaging with MUSIC was found to succeed in determining
the target locations. More complicated seven and eight target
configurations forming aJ and having significant second-
order scattering contribution factors ofh50.31 and h
50.30, respectively, are considered in Fig. 2. The method
works well in predicting the target locations but for the eight
target case the prediction for one of the target locations, in
particular, the one at the plot coordinates (0,24l), has a
slight error which we attribute to computational sensitivity
under reduced noise subspace conditions~i this extreme
case whenM58 andN59 the noise subspace has a single
eigenvector!.
E. Time-reversed images: Born-approximated versus
second-order scattering cases
The field radiated by the array due to excitation with an
arbitrary voltage vector isc(r )5( j 51
N G(r ,Rj )ej . In the
original TR focusing one obtains backpropagated images
c~r ! of the targets by replacing the arbitrary input voltage
vectors in this expression with the principal eigenvectors of
the TR matrix. If there is no second-order scattering between
the targets then the principal eigenvectors are precisely the
complex conjugates of the Green function vectors and each
FIG. 3. ~a! Conventional, backpropagated images of the
two principal eigenvectors corresponding to the 4l tar-
get separation geometry in Fig. 1. Results for the Born-
approximated model. A linear scale was used for the
horizontal and vertical axes.~b! Corresponding results
for the second order scattering model.
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one of them is associated with~focuses on! a particular tar-
get. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, corresponding to
the 4l target separation case in Fig. 1, in the Born-
approximated case each ‘‘eigenimage’’ focuses on a particu-
lar, corresponding target~in the plots we have superimposed
an X in the location of the corresponding target!. On the
other hand, if there is second-order scattering between the
targets, then the principal eigenvectors become linear com-
binations of the complex conjugates of the Green function
vectors so that each eigenimage focuses in general on more
than one target~this is somehow similar to the results in Ref.
11 for non-well-resolved targets!. Figure 3~b! illustrates this
effect for the second-order scattering case where each eigen-
image is seen to focus onboth targets.
F. Target scattering amplitudes: Born-approximated
versus second-order scattering cases
In the general case including multiple scattering consid-
ered here, once the target locations are determined from the
poles in the MUSIC pseudospectrum one can compute the
unknown target scattering amplitudes by substituting the val-
ues of these locations in Eq.~3! and solving the resulting
system of equations. In general, such computed values will
depend on the scattering model employed, being more exact
for a more exact scattering model. To illustrate this let us
assume that in reality the response obeys a second-order
scattering model. If we try to determine the scattering ampli-
tudes considering a Born-approximated model then we will
have model-induced errors. Figure 4 shows, again for the
geometry in Fig. 1, the mean square error~MSE! in the es-
timation of the scattering amplitudes~as measured relative to
the more exact second-order scattering model! as a function
of target separation. The errors are significant~relative to the
valuet15t251) for targets in close proximity, as expected
~second-order scattering becomes then more prevalent!.
III. CONCLUSION
In this letter we showed that the TR imaging with MU-
SIC method can be used to locate point targets not only in
the usual framework of the Born approximation but also in
more general nonlinear scattering frameworks where there is
multiple scattering between the targets. This finding is im-
portant toward practical implementations of the TR tech-
nique facing multiple scattering effects. The super-resolution
results of a previous paper9 can now be better characterized
theoretically in the multiple scattering regime. They were
also corroborated numerically for second-order scattering
~see Fig. 1!. The method was found to work well even for a
large number of targets relative to the number of transceivers
~see Fig. 2! although slight numerical challenges may arise
as the number of targets approaches the number of transceiv-
ers ~see the zooming part of Fig. 2!. We showed how both
the conventional, backpropagated images of the principal
eigenvectors and the predicted values of the target scattering
amplitudes are scattering model-dependent~see Figs. 3 and
4!. In this the effect of scattering model is significant, par-
ticularly for targets in close proximity, as expected~see Fig.
4!.
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